
Selectorised Back Machines

Selectorised Ab Machine. Solid construction from heavy gauge steel. Selectorised 
Ab Machines are always a gym favourite and provide a good method of increasing 
resistance when exercising your abdominals. The Selectorised Ab Machine is 
ideal for a health club full of resistance machines.

Price from£2,525.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-ab-machine

This is a fantastic price for a full commercial assisted chin/ dip station. Don't let it's 
relatively affordable price fool you - the GymRatZ Assisted Chin and Dip Station is 
an exceptionally well constructed and comfortable machine to use and it's ability 
to withstand constant daily use is second

Price: £2,095.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-assisted-chin-dip

Comfortable motion and easy to use dual use Lat Pulldown/Low Row. The leg 
brace and high cable are positioned so that pulldowns behind the neck can be 
performed correctly (without straining your neck) by allowing enough space for 
you to sit forward on the bench without kissing the framework

Price from£2,465.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-lat-pulldown-mid-row

Selectorsied Pullover Machine. Solid construction from heavy gauge steel with 
thickly padded upholstery. Pullovers are an important exercise and are often 
overlooked in health clubs mainly comprising of resistance machines, so why not 
add a Pullover Machine?

Price: £1,950.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-pullover

Designed initially for rehabilitation use, but equally beneficial (& increasingly 
popular) for normal gym or sports-specific use, our unique Independent Seated 
Row is the most adjustable and versatile seated row on the market. You may also 
wish to review our Independent Lat Pulldown.

Price: £3,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-independent-seated-row
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Stylish Ab Machine - always a gym favourite! Solidly constructed and featuring a 
comfortable roller neck/head cushion and a 100kg stack for some intense 
abdominal training. 

Price: £2,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-ab-machine

Designed alongside our Independent Seated Row for rehabilitation use, now 
equally popular for sports-specific use. Rather than each handle being connected 
to a different weight stack, as seen on the Independent Seated Row, both are 
connected to the same one, therefore, the cable handles can be used

Price from£2,085.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-independent-lat-pulldown

The Gym Gear Evolution offers the latest resistance features coupled with a user 
friendly and extra safe functional system. Oversized weight shrouds cover the 
weight stacks ensuring extra safety for the user. The 3 stations ensure that all the 
major muscle groups are covered.

RRP: £6,590.00

Our Price: £4,495.00
You Save: £2,095.00 - 32 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impulse-3-multi-gym

Exigo Lat Pulldown is fitted as standard with weight stack guard, high quality and 
very durable upholstery and a 125Kg weight stack which is upgradable on 
request. Adjustable knee brace and long standing trusted and proven design. Oval 
section frame enhances the modern commercial design.

Price: £2,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-lat-pulldown
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A full commercial selectorized lateral seated row which has a 100kg stack. 
Options to upgrade the weight stack to 150Kg and 

Price: £2,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/lateral-seated-row

Exigo Low Row is fitted as standard with weight stack guard, high quality and very 
durable upholstery and a 125Kg weight stack which is upgradable on request. 
Extra long seat to accommodate tallest users. Aluminium bash plate / foot pads. 
Oval section frame enhances the modern commercial design

Price: £2,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-low-row

A top of the range Selectorised assisted chin and dip station with weight stack that 
counter balances the users body weight. Equipped with a 100kg weight stack, it 
will give you great quality for you money.

Price: £2,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/selectorised-assisted-chin-dip-station

Exigo Lat Pulldown/Low Row is fitted as standard with rear weight stack guard, 
high quality and very durable upholstery and a 125Kg weight stack which is 
upgradable on request. This is one special station you deserve to have in your 
gym.

Price: £2,450.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-lat-pulldown-low-row

Image Unavailable A well designed back extension machine with incremental weight options in order 
to muscle strengthening progressions as quick and efficient as possible. Armed 
with a foot rest for different body sized users and a back rest to isolate the lower 
back muscles giving you a great workout.

Price: £2,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/selectorised-back-extension
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Seated cable row machine made for heavy-duty commercial use. Comes as 
standard with an oversized 120kg stack, but can be made has heavy as 300kg. 
Please call for pricing of heavier stack options.

Price: £1,895.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-seated-row

Image Unavailable A multi purpose selectorised machine that is professional looking and allows 
mores than one exercise to be performed on it at one time. It is great for the 
commercial gym environment as-well as being at professional sport facilities. With 
2x 125kg weights stacks and 2x 75kg weight stacks. 

Price: £5,489.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/four-station-jungle-gym

An advancement of our original Independent Lat Pulldown, which has 
independent pulley arms connected to the same stack. This version has multi-
position pulley arms (adjusting from 150mm apart to 1800mm apart) and separate 
weight stacks per pulley, making it ideal for performing two-arm pulley work 

Price: £3,195.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-multi-position-independent-lat-pulldown

Comfortable motion and easy to use Low Row with lifetime frame warranty

Price from£2,195.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-low-row
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York Barbell off the shelf, available 48 hour delivery STS Commercial Lat Pull-
down machine

Price: £1,415.83

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-sts-lat-pulldown

York Barbell off the shelf, available 48 hour delivery STS Commercial Low Row 
machine

Price: £1,499.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-sts-low-row

Elite Lat Pulldown/Low Row . High quality commercial gym station 

Price: £1,745.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gg-lat-pulldown-low-row

Exigo Dual Cable Lat Pulldown Station is fitted as standard with 125Kg weight 
stack, high quality and very durable upholstery and a 125Kg weight stack which is 
upgradable on request. Adjustable seat height and long standing trusted and 
proven design.

Price: £2,450.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-dual-cable-lat-pulldown
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Exigo Lateral Pullover Station is fitted as standard with 100Kg weight stack, high 
quality and very durable upholstery and a weight stack which is upgradable on 
request. Adjustable seat height and long standing trusted and proven design.

Price: £2,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-lateral-pullover

Comfortable motion and easy to use dual use Lat Pulldown. The leg brace and 
high cable are positioned so that pulldowns behind the neck can be performed 
correctly (without straining your neck) by allowing enough space for you to sit 
forward on the bench without kissing the framework

Price from£1,995.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-lat-pulldown

Gym Ratz - (Fitness Equipment UK)
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